
Proposition 

XXI-st year of the Fire Pentathlon 

Firefighter Combat Challenge Telč 2022 

 

I. General provisions: 

  

Organizer: Fire Brigade of the Vysočina Region, the Jihlava Territorial Department in cooperation with 

Jihlava Fire Department Sports Club, Volunteer Firemen of Telč and the Czech Fire Brigade Federation 

Date: Saturday, September 17, 2022 

Venue: Jihlava Territorial Department, Telč Station 

Race attendance: September 17, 2022, 07:30 - 08:30 h 

Acquaintance with disciplines: 08:30 - 08:45 h 

Opening of the competition: September 17, 2022 at 9:00 hrs 

Dietary security: Competitors in the form of travel refunds 

 

Leadership: 

Commander of the competition: npor. Mgr. Jiří Fišara 

Chief Judge: nprap. Roman Neuwirt 

 

A) Filing of the application individual, team: 

 

Competitors will send a copy of the application form including the commentator's comments to the 

organizer's e-mail 

Jiri.fisara@hasici-vysocina.cz no later than September 9, 2022. On the day of the race the original of 

the confirmed application will be handed over by the applicant (members of the proffesional 

firefighters director, members of volontiers - mayor of the municipality) including a declaration of 

honor and will receive a proof of payment of the starting fee. 

Deadline for entries will be on September 9, 2022, at 20:00 hrs. If the application and entry fee are 

not received by this date, the conditions for entry to the race are not met and the competitor can not 

participate in the race. 

 

B) Payment of starting individual, cooperative: 

 

The competitor or team representative will send an entry fee of 300, - CZK to the organizer's account 

No .: 2601028462/2010; IBAN: CZ6220100000002601028462. The entry fee must be credited to the 

organizer's bank account by September 9, 2022 at the latest. Variable payment symbol: Date of birth 

of a competitor (VS format: day_months, eg: 02071982 and in memories surename of comopetitor)  

Entry fee 300, - CZK is paid for each competitor in the individual race and 300, - CZK for the whole 

team. 

The cooperative paying the starting fee uses the date of birth of the team leader as the variable 

symbol and adds the name of the relay to the payment note. The relay can only be paid on the day of 

the race. 

 

 



SUMMARY: 

Address of the race: HZS Vysočina Region, Territorial Department Jihlava, station Telč, Luční 586, 

588 56 Telč - Staré město, 

Contact e-mail for submission of applications: jiri.fisara@hasici-vysocina.cz, 

Contact phone: +420 950 272 110, +420 774 150 363 

Account number: 2601028462/2010, IBAN: CZ6220100000002601028462 

Variable symbol: date of birth of the competitor (or team leader) in the format DDMMRRRR 

 

 

II. Technical provisions: 

 

The competition is a modification of the Firefighter Combat Challenge. 

 

A) Athlete's equipment: 

 

- Complete three-layered outfit, intervention footwear, fire-fighting gloves, 

Fire fighting helmet for firefighters. 

- Complete functional air breathing device - weight of at least 9.5 kg. 

 

ATTENTION: Equipment and equipment are brought by each individual !!! 

 

 

B) Description of the disciplines: 

 

The competitor starts in the prescribed equipment with a fitted and running respirator and a 

clamped face mask. A firefighter equipped in this way performs all competition disciplines at one 

time. 

 

1. Start: 

 

The starting area is below the tower below the stairwell. 

 

2. Tubing up to 4th floor 

 

To the harmonica, a composite hose (2 hoses B folded into one accordion weighing about 19 kg) is 

laid before the first step, which must not touch. At the starter's instructions, the competitor will take 

up the starting position without touching the hose. Touching the hose is only possible after the 

competitor starts himself by pressing the button. 

After the start, the racer grabs the prepared hose arbitrarily and runs into the 4th NP training tower. 

After the hose is placed in the 4th NP, the competitor puts the hose in the prepared box. The hose 

must be at least two-thirds in the box. The hose or the box can not be used as a step for another 

discipline. 

 



 

3. Hose removal 

 

Hoses wrapped in a 19 kg roll are hung on 15 mm ropes. The rope is tied to the ground in the 4th 

floor, the lower part of the wheel hangs about 50 cm above the ground. The discipline is considered 

to have ended when the hoses are pulled up to the tower (12 m) and moved over the window sill to 

the box. The absence of hoses in the box is followed by 5s penalty. 

When climbing the stairs, contact with each stairway must be made and the racer must hold the 

railing. Each penalty step is followed by a penalty of 2s. 

 

4. Keiser box 

 

With a 4 kg stroke, 73 kg of weight is shifted to a distance of 1.5 m, so that the competitor stands 

astride the weights of the weights. It is forbidden to push or pull the weights. The handle of the stick 

must not come into contact with the weights. For each such stroke, there is a penalty of 5s. In the 

case of a competitor's entry into the area of the guide surface, the weight is disqualified. 

After completing the discipline, the stick is placed on a certain pad. At least part of the stick must 

overlap the ground plan. If the stick is thrown out of the pad, the penalty is 10s. 

 

5. Slalom and Run with hoses 

 

The competitor runs a slalom run between the above-ground hydrants at a distance of 43 m. There 

must be no shortening of the runway and grounding of the overhead hydrant. If there is a shortening 

of the trajectory or an overground hydrant, then there is a penalty of 10 seconds for each minute or 

mowing. If a competitor mines an overhead hydrant and returns to run, he will not be penalized. If a 

competitor omitted more than 2 overground hydrants, this is considered a disqualification and is 

disqualified. 

After the slalom race, the competitor grabs the stream which is connected to the flooded hose C and 

runs with it at a distance of 23 m. After the racing door has been raced, the competitor opens the jet 

and drops the target. If the competitor opens the jet before and the water jet sprays from the 

junction before the door is opened, the penalty is 2 seconds. If the target is not shot, the penalty is 

10 seconds. After the target has been thrown, the jet must be closed. If it does not close it 

completely, it is followed by 2s penalty. If the stream opens after contact with the ground, there is no 

penalty and the competitor continues to the manikin. 

 

6. Transport dummy 

 

A 80 kg manikin must be lifted and dragged at a distance of 32 m to the target. Only the so-called 

Reitek grip is allowed. After the target line has been exceeded by the manikin, the competitor stops 

the timer by pressing the button in the target area. 

 

 

Relay 

The stacks begin about 30 minutes after the end of the individual competition. The relay consists of 3 

to 5 members. The equipment of each member of the relay is the same as for an individual race, only 



the breathing device is carried on the back just as a load without a face mask. During the relay race, 

the athletes pass a relay pin (25 cm long) to each other. This pin must be passed from hand to hand. 

Then you can put the pin anywhere in the rider's gear or drop it (put it) on the ground. In the next 

pass, the same competitor has to throw the pin, put the pin up and forward it to the next competitor. 

Relay pin crossing must be done 4x. One racer can meet multiple relay sections, with relay sections 

not specified. 

ATTENTION: A competitor can only race for one relay team! 

 

C) Track layout 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

III. Penalties 

 

2 penal seconds 

- for each step exceeded when climbing the staircase 

- for a jolt from the streamer before opening the door 

- for not closing the junction before laying 

 

5 penalty seconds 

- for each shot of the stick, when the handle of the stick is touched with the weight 

- for putting the hoses out of the box 

 

 

10 criminal seconds 

- not targeting the target 

- for putting the stick off the pad 

- for each harvesting or mining hydrant 

 



Disqualification 

- More than 2 overhead slalom hydrants will be missed 

- Disqualification 

- for the racer to enter the Kaiser box guide area 

- for removing any part of the equipment during the race 

- Exhaustion of the air supply from the breathing apparatus bottle during the race 

- if a competitor competes for more relay teams 

 

IV. Competition categories 

 

1) Under 40 years of age 

2) Over 40 years 

3) Relay 

 

V. General Provisions 

  

The race completion time is 6 minutes. Each competitor must be over eighteen years of age. 

Every competitor runs at his / her own risk, which he / she confirms with his / her signature on the 

statement when attending. 

Each competitor must have a valid medical check-up and be a breeder of respiratory equipment, 

which is confirmed by the applicant with his signature and the appropriate stamp on the application 

form. The relay competitor may not be a wearer of respiratory technology. 

The organizer reserves the right to make adjustments to the rules before the competition starts. 

With any adjustments to the rules, competitors will be introduced to the meeting before the start of 

the competition. 

The organizer of the competition decides on the number and order of the competitors. 

 

A) Doping 

A competitor may be subjected to an anti-doping test or a test for the use of a narcotic and 

psychotropic substance. If the test is positive or rejects the test, it will be excluded from the race. 

 

 

B) Protests 

Protests shall be delivered orally within five minutes of the end of the trial to the Chief Judge. The 

protest is submitted by the competitor himself during the race of individuals against the deposit of 

1000 CZK. The team captain protests at the relay race. The contest will be suspended until the 

decision is taken by the Chief Judge. If he / she is already on the track, he / she will complete his / her 

attempt without restriction. If the protest is acknowledged, the deposit will be refunded. Otherwise, 

the deposit is forfeited by the organizer. 

VI. Map of the race 

49°10'43.291"N, 15°27'12.380"E 


